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Abstract
In Speech Emotion Recognition (SER), significant progress
has been made. Despite cutting-edge developments, faultless
human-computer interaction remains a distant goal since estab-
lished SoTA models cannot perceive the speaker’s emotional
state flawlessly. On the contrary, several studies in SER un-
covered the possibility of language and culture-specific differ-
ences in this domain. Emotion recognition in speech can vary
from person to person based on age, gender, language, and ac-
cent, amongst others. In this study, we explore and investigate
how assorted accents of the English language influence SER.
We employ four different English accents: American, British,
Canadian, and Bengali English. Then we extracted a subset
of best-performing accent-neutral features by incorporating fil-
ter and wrapper-based feature selection methods. Our investi-
gations reveal that pitch, intensity, and MFCC-related features
more effectively recognize emotions regardless of accent.
Index Terms: Speech Emotion Recognition, Accent, Accent-
Neutral, Feature Selection, Prosodic, Spectral, Voice Quality.

1. Introduction
Emotion is a means of expressing one’s perspective or state of
mind to others. However, automated detection of an individual’s
emotional state from their speech remains a significant chal-
lenge due to the unique features of each speaker, like gender,
age, and culture. There are a few universal emotions that any in-
telligent system with finite processing resources can be trained
to recognize as needed, including Anger, Sadness, Happiness,
and Neutral [1]. The emotion identification process involves
utilizing spectral, prosodic, and voice quality features extracted
from a speech signal. Popular spectral features, such as MFCC,
LPC, and LPCC, are used to model emotional responses. Mean-
while, prosodic features, such as amplitude, pitch , rhythm ,
speech intensity, and voiced factors, provide additional infor-
mation about the speaker’s emotional state [2].
Our study aims to develop an accent-independent Speech Emo-
tion Recognition system (SER) to enhance the human-computer
interaction experience. In today’s world, SER systems are
widely used in customer services, call centers, and educational
institutions where individuals with diverse backgrounds and ac-
cents come with their queries or problems. While previous stud-
ies have explored the impact of language on SER systems1, this
study seeks to investigate the effect of accents on the accuracy
of emotion recognition.
To look into how variations of accents affect the Speech Emo-
tion Recognition tasks, we will be using datasets of 4 different
accents of English.

*The first four authors contributed equally to this work.

The main contributions of our research are -
• A robust Speech Emotion Recognition System that can cor-

rectly identify emotions despite such diverse accents.
• Determine feature subsets that are Accent-Neutral

2. Related work
Many researchers have studied existing Speech Emotion Recog-
nition(SER) systems, but more attention needs to be paid to the
impact of accents on recognition accuracy. While studying SER
systems, we categorized related research into the salient fea-
tures used in SER systems and feature selection methods, clas-
sifiers employed, and factors affecting SER.

2.1. Features Selection Methods and Salient Features

Paralinguistic features extracted from speech signals are used
for speech emotion recognition and are independent of the lan-
guage’s semantic structure [3]. Recent research has used several
features in speech emotion recognition, including pitch and in-
tensity [4], formants, and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) [5]. Kächele et al. [6] developed a feature selection
method using a forward-backward algorithm that adds the most
promising features and removes the least salient features to ob-
tain the final feature set, achieving an accuracy of 88.97% on
the Berlin Database with an SVM classifier. Turgut Özseven
et al. [7] proposed a statistical feature selection method based
on emotional changes in acoustic features. This method found
that reducing the number of features can increase classifica-
tion success. Zhang et al. [8] used prosodic and voice quality
features such as shimmer, jitter, HNR, and the first three for-
mants. A 10% increase in recognition rate was obtained when
prosodic and voice quality features were combined, as opposed
to prosodic features alone. Kuchibhotla et al. [9] showed that
the system’s performance is not good when the prosody or spec-
tral features are used individually. Prosodic and spectral fea-
tures were combined using a feature fusion approach to enhance
the speech emotion recognition system’s performance.
Research has shown that speech emotion recognition often uses
prosodic, spectral, and voice quality features. Moreover, com-
bining these features through feature fusion can result in im-
proved performance. In addition, a range of feature selection
methods has been proposed, including the forward-backward al-
gorithm, statistical feature selection, and correlation-based sub-
set evaluator.

2.2. Classifiers Used for SER Systems

Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) involves using various
classifiers to identify emotions based on speech signals. These
classifiers can be broadly categorized into two groups: feature-
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based models and end-to-end models.
Feature-based models rely on a set of hand-engineered features
to represent speech signals. These features, such as Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), pitch, and energy,
are then fed into a classifier, such as support vector machines
(SVMs) [10, 11, 12], or decision trees [13], to make the final
prediction. However, speech signals are often non-stationary,
making non-linear classifiers more effective for SER. The most
commonly used non-linear classifiers for SER include the Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) [14, 15, 16], K-nearest neighbor
[17], and the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [11, 12, 18].
These models have demonstrated promising results, but the
hand-engineered features limit their performance.
On the other hand, end-to-end models construct the direct
mapping between speech signals and emotions without relying
on hand-engineered features. These models typically use
deep neural networks (DNNs) [19], such as recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) [20], convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
with long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) [21], and
stacked transformer layers [21, 22], to learn an end-to-end
representation of speech signals and emotions. These models
have been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance on
SER tasks [23, 24] but require large amounts of data for
training, and the learned representations may not be easily
interpretable.

2.3. Factors that have an effect on the performance of SER

This section explores the factors that influence Speech Emotion
Recognition (SER). Several studies have been conducted to find
features that can accurately recognize emotions from speech, re-
gardless of the speaker’s background or language.
One factor studied is the effect of age and gender on SER perfor-
mance. Ftoon et al. [25] built hierarchical classification mod-
els and found that using separate models for each gender and
age category improved the emotion recognition accuracy com-
pared to using one classifier to classify all the data. TING-WEI
SUN [26] proposed a speech emotion recognition algorithm that
combines gender information and deep learning algorithms, re-
sulting in improved accuracy in Mandarin, English, and Ger-
man.
Another aspect that has been studied concerning SER is culture
and language. Different cultures express emotions in speech
differently, influencing SER systems’ accuracy. Fardin et al.1

conducted a comparative analysis of speech emotion recogni-
tion in Bangla and English and discovered that SER in Bangla
and English is mostly language-independent, with minor dis-
parities observed for emotions like disgust and fear. While Raju
et al. [27] adopted a k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier to
recognize four discrete emotions using acoustical features for
three different languages and found that English has a greater
recognition rate than Malay and Mandarin.
To study influence of speakers in SER systems , Liu Z T et
al. [28] proposed a method to extract a speaker-independent
feature set for SER using correlation analysis and Fisher Score
Selection Algorithm. The selected features were Fundamental
Frequency, Formant frequency, MFCCs, and short-time Energy,
achieving an average accuracy of 70% for SER across different
speakers.
The approach of studying the different factors that affect Speech

1Saad, F. (2021). A case study on the independence of speech
emotion recognition in Bangla and English languages using language-
independent prosodic features. arXiv preprint arXiv:2111.10776v3.

emotion Recognition inspired us to focus on the effects of ac-
cents on speech emotion recognition despite the same language.

3. Proposed Approach

Figure 1: Proposed approach

3.1. Dataset

Our study utilized four datasets of four distinct accents of En-
glish - TESS for Canadian accent [29], BESS1 for Bangla ac-
cent, RAVDESS for American accent [30], and SAVEE for
British accent [31].

3.1.1. Dataset Preprocessing

The dataset we selected for our experiments included a range of
emotions - SAVEE has 7 emotions, RAVDESS has 8, TESS has
7, and BESS has 6. To ensure consistency across the datasets,
only the six common emotions angry, disgust, fear, happy,
neutral, and sad are selected after pre-processing the data by
discarding surprise and calm. And in order to prevent any form
of bias during the training, we took an equal amount of samples
from each dataset for each emotion.

3.2. Feature Extraction

In general, four basic types of features are extracted from a
speech signal to detect emotions from a speech. which are -
Prosodic features, Spectral features, Voice Quality features, and
TEO-based features [32].
For our experiment, we selected the prosodic features, spectral
features, and voice quality features, which are the most used
categories of features, as mentioned in section 2.1. Following
is a count of the features that we extracted from each speech
signal in our dataset.

• 21 Prosodic features: Prosodic features provide structural
information of speech, a combination of rhythm, intonation
and expression, such as Intensity, pitch, and so on.

• 47 Spectral features: Spectral features are extracted from
the frequency domain of speech signals and include proper-
ties of the vocal tract [33] such as MFCC, spectral roll-off,
and formant.

• 13 Voice Quality Features: Voice quality features refer to
the sound quality of someone’s voice such as jitter, shimmer,
and the harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) that can be used to
distinguish emotions [33].

A total of 81 features were extracted from each speech sig-
nal in the dataset using tools such as Librosa Library [34],
Praat-Parselmouth Library, and PRAAT Software [35]. Librosa
is mainly used to extract the Spectral Feature, while Praat-
Parselmouth Library from python and the PRAAT Software is
used to extract the prosodic and voice quality features.
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3.3. Feature Selection and Analysis

To identify a subset of accent-neutral features for emotion clas-
sification, we employed two methods of feature selection-
• Filter-based Feature Selection
• Wrapper-based Feature Selection

3.3.1. Filter-based Feature Selection

Filter-based feature selection involves using algorithms to fil-
ter out irrelevant or redundant features from the dataset. Filter-
based feature selection such as Fisher Score and ANOVA algo-
rithms was applied to 81 extracted features from all datasets to
identify the top 20 significant features and every possible com-
bination of feature subsets was generated using the top 20 fea-
tures. Each subset was trained on a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) to evaluate its performance for the cross-accent speech
emotion recognition task. The feature subset with the highest
accuracy was noted for cross-accent experiments.

3.3.2. Wrapper-based Feature Selection

The exhaustive search method is a specific implementation of
wrapper-based feature selection which involves selecting and
eliminating features to generate all possible combinations of
feature sets. Our study used the exhaustive search method to
find the best-performing feature subset from each of the three
fundamental feature divisions - prosodic, spectral, and voice
quality features. This involved taking all possible feature sub-
sets from 21 prosodic features and performing cross-accent ex-
periments on an SVM with each subset to find the optimal
prosodic feature set that was the most accent-neutral. The ex-
act process is repeated for the 47 spectral and 13 voice quality
features to identify the best sets of features for each division.
Finally, we combined the three best sets of features to obtain
an accent-neutral subset of features for our emotion recognition
task.

Figure 2: Exhaustive Feature selection approach

3.4. Classifier

In our study, we utilized the Support Vector Machine (SVM) al-
gorithm for the classification of emotions in speech. SVM is a
popular choice for Speech Emotion Recognition tasks, as men-
tioned in Section 2.2. To ensure that our SVM model was opti-
mized for accuracy, we adjusted the hyperparameters of the al-
gorithm. The choice of hyperparameters can significantly affect
the model’s performance; therefore, it is crucial to tune them
for optimal results. We used a grid search approach to explore
the hyperparameter space and identify the optimal values.
After experimenting with various hyperparameters, we found
that the rbf kernel was the best choice for their SVM model,
which is capable of fitting non-linear decision boundaries. We
also found that a C value of 10 and a gamma value of 0.01
produced the best results for our classification task. The C

value controls the complexity of the decision boundary, while
the gamma value determines the shape of the decision bound-
ary and affects the model’s sensitivity to input data variations.
By optimizing our SVM model’s hyperparameters, we obtained
the best possible classification accuracy for our Cross-Accent
Speech Emotion Recognition task.

4. Experiments and Results Analysis
In our study, we performed two main experiments on our
datasets, including four accents. Due to the limited number of
samples for each gender in each accent, we conducted separate
experiments for men and women. This was done to avoid any
potential gender bias in our results as we indicated in section
2.3 that researchers showed gender dependency in SER systems
[26]. The process of selecting male and female samples from
each accent dataset is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Gender division of datasets

The designed experiments are as follows -
1. Same accent experiments.
2. Cross-accent experiments using the one-vs-all approach,

which were conducted in two ways:

(a) Without feature selection, using all 81 extracted features
(b) With feature selection, using different subsets of selected

features.

4.1. Same accent experiments

In the same accent experiment, the accuracy is good when the
same accent is used for both training and testing. However, in
the Ravdess dataset, which uses American English, some speak-
ers spoke quickly out of fluency, making it difficult for SVM to
categorize their emotions accurately. Overall, the results were
satisfactory in the same accent experiments. The performance
for the same accent experiments can be found in Table 1.

Table 1: Result from same accent experiments

Female Samples

Train -Test with same accent Accuracy

TESS (Canadian) 99.54%
BESS (Bangla) 95.65%

Ravdess (American) 52.83%

Male Samples

Train -Test with same accent Accuracy

SAVEE (British) 65.87%
BESS (Bangla) 78.95%

Ravdess (English) 50.31%

4.2. Cross accent experiments (One Vs All)

The one-vs-all cross accent experiments, in which we used one
accent for testing and others for training, are constructed in six
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ways which are illustrated in Table: 2. Here the experiments
were conducted on both genders separately. Specifically, three
distinct accents were utilized for the test set in each gender cat-
egory. As a result, there were three experimental setups for fe-
male speakers and three for male speakers.
The first experiment was conducted with all 81 extracted fea-
tures without any feature selection. Later, the same experiments
were re-run using a selected set of features obtained from fea-
ture selection methods mentioned in section 3.3. A significant
change in accuracy was observed after using the selected fea-
tures.

4.2.1. Without feature selection

When the 6 experiments are conducted without any kind of fea-
ture selection, accuracy drops by a large scale than that of the
same accent experiments indicating that accent variation mat-
ters in Speech Emotion Recognition systems. The results for
cross-accent experiments without any kind of feature selection
are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Results on cross accent experiments without feature
selection

Female Samples

Train Test Accuracy

Canadian + American Bangla 32.45%
Bangla + American Canadian 16.67%
Bangla + Canadian American 18.18%

Male Samples

Train Test Accuracy

British + American Bangla 26.2%
Bangla + American British 14.29%

Bangla + British American 9.09%

4.2.2. With feature selection, using the selected features

We conducted the same six experiments on our selected feature
sets, chosen using the two approaches mentioned in section 3.3.
Based on the filter-based feature selection outlined in section
3.3.1, we obtained the following feature set - median intensity,
q3-pitch, q1-pitch, mean-pitch, mfcc 1, f1-median, mff, min-
pitch, fitch-vtl, f1-mean, mfcc 2, mfcc 4, pitch-slope, spectral
centroids, average-formant, max-intensity, spectral rolloff,
mfcc 3, mfcc 0, q3-intensity. The exhaustive feature search ap-
proach, outlined in section 3.3.2 to find the best-performing fea-
ture subset in cross-accent experiments, produced the following
feature subset - q3 pitch, median intensity, q1 intensity, mfcc
7, mfcc 2, mfcc 6, min pitch, stddev pitch, pitch-slope, max
intensity, relative min intensity time, relative max intensity
time, q3 intensity, min intensity, mfcc 9, mfcc 12, fitch vtl,
q1 pitch, stddev hnr, stddev intensity, mfcc 4, mfcc 8.
After combining the features generated from both approaches,
we arrived at a set of 30 features that gave us the best accuracy
for our cross-accent experiments. Using this subset of features,
we observed significant improvements in accuracy. For exam-
ple, the accuracy increased from 32.45% to 62.91% when train-
ing with Canadian + American Accent and testing with Bangla
accent. Similarly, after training SVM with selected features

from Bangla + American accent and testing with Canadian ac-
cent, accuracy increased from 16.67% to 64.44%, and so on.
The results for cross-accent experiments on the generated sub-
set of features are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Results on cross accent experiments after feature se-
lection

Female Samples

Train Test Accuracy

Canadian + American Bangla 62.91%
Bangla + American Canadian 64.44%
Bangla + Canadian American 35.04%

Male Samples

Train Test Accuracy

British + American Bangla 60.43%
Bangla + American British 44.52%

Bangla + British American 32.01%

Our goal was to find the accent-neutral feature set. These im-
provements in performance indicate that the selected feature
sets are more accent-neutral and can identify emotions more
accurately despite variations in accents.
The analysis of the best feature sets has revealed a specific
pattern in the types of features that are most effective in cap-
turing accent independence for Speech Emotion Recognition.
The pattern that we found from our results is that all the fea-
tures that were found to be most prominent belong to the group
(local/global version) of Pitch, Intensity, and MFCC. Inter-
estingly, we observed that this pattern of features is consistent
across both male and female speech samples. This consistency
suggests that these features are not gender-specific and can be
used effectively in both male and female speech for Speech
Emotion Recognition.

5. Conclusion

Our study aimed to develop a Speech Emotion Recognition
(SER) system that performs well despite variations in accents
within the English language. Our analysis focused on four
accents in the English language: Canadian, British, Bangla,
and American. We conducted two main experiments to
evaluate the performance of an SVM classifier on same-accent
experiments and cross-accent experiments using two feature
selection approaches. The results showed that the SER
system performed well for the same accent experiments, but
the performance dropped significantly with the cross-accent
emotion classification due to variations in accents. However,
by selecting specific feature sets, we were able to achieve better
performance despite accent variations. We observed that the
selected feature sets consistently included Pitch, Intensity, and
MFCC features. Using our selected features, we improved the
performance of our cross-accent SER system by 20-30%.
In our future research, we plan to broaden the scope by
including more accents and exploring deep learning-based
approaches in future research.
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